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Background  
The contents of this document were compiled over a course of meetings conducted by the Queen of 

Angels Athletic Board.   After much deliberation with input from members of the Athletic Board, the 

Athletic Director, the Principal, coaches, and representatives from the Archdiocese of Chicago (including 

contributors to the Archdiocesan Handbook), these policies and procedures were recorded here.   Our 

aim is to establish practicable policies and procedures that adhere to the Archdiocesan Handbook and 

are effective in creating a positive athletic experience for every participating student athlete regardless 

of skill level. 

Limitations 
We understand that these policies and procedures will not solve all problems, mitigate all challenges, or 

resolve all conflicts.   While we expect all participants to adhere to the policy and procedures described 

here, we also expect that unforeseen challenges will be handled with a baseline of courtesy, respect, 

and civility toward all of the parties involved. 

This Draft and Revisions 
This document has been put together under a tight timeframe so that the policy and procedures would 

be in place before the start of the 2013-14 7th and 8th grade basketball season.   The sections covering 

volleyball may be revised before the 2014 spring volleyball season.   Once the revised version is 

published, it will be so marked. 

Roles Defined 
Coaches must communicate what is expected of each student/athlete before each season begins.   This 

can be done in a variety of ways including a team meeting with parents of the student/athletes and a 

written set of guidelines explaining expectations about attendance, punctuality, preparation, and effort.   

We strongly encourage each coach to do both of these. 

Coach’s Code of Conduct1 

Coaches must: 

 Be responsible to ensure that the health, well-being and development of your athletes take 

precedence over the win/loss record. 

 Accept that you serve as role models and there must be congruency between your actions and 

words. 

 Provide a physically and emotionally safe environment for practices and competition. 

 Exemplify honesty, integrity, fair play, and sportsmanship regardless of the impact that might have 

upon the outcome of the competition. 

                                                             
1
 The bullet points shown are taken directly from the Archdiocesan Handbook.   These are not all of the points in 

the Archdiocesan Handbook.   These points were selected because they are directly relevant to the content in this 
document. 
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 Maintain a professional demeanor in your relationship with athletes, officials, colleagues, 

administrators and the public and treat them with respect and dignity. 

 Be committed to the education of athletes and encourage academic achievement 

 Place the athlete’s needs and interests before your own. 

 Remember that competition should be a healthy and enjoyable experience for all. 

The Parent’s Code of Conduct2 
Parents must: 

 Respect their child’s coaches, teammates and fellow parents as well as the players, parents, and 

coaches from opposing teams 

 Give only encouragement and applaud positive accomplishments, whether for their child, his/her 

teammates, their opponents or the officials 

 Show respect towards all officials and their decisions 

 Never coach their child or other players during games and practices, unless they are one of the 

official coaches of the team 

 Commit to the Demands of the Sport.   It is important for parents/guardians to understand that 

participation in an interscholastic athletic program is a significant commitment. This commitment 

includes adhering to all school and league policies, attending every game at all locations at which 

their team is scheduled to play, driving student athletes to away games” or tournaments that are a 

good distance from the school, and participating in tournaments during the holidays.   If 

parents/guardians cannot make such a commitment, they should be encouraged to not enroll their 

child in the sports program. 

 Act in Accordance with Catholic Values.   Parents/guardians are expected to support and encourage 

their child’s efforts.   All comments from the stands should be supportive of the team’s efforts.   No 

negative comments and criticisms should ever be directed towards student-athletes.   In addition, 

public criticisms directed towards the coaches, the athletic director, and the school administration 

are absolutely unacceptable. In addition, it is expected that parents/guardians act as role models 

for their children by putting wins and losses in their proper perspective. 

 Let the Coaches Coach and the Referees Ref.   Parents/guardians should make no attempt to 

instruct players or the team from the stands.   In addition, questioning, criticizing, or berating the 

coach and/or the referees does not set a good example for the young athletes involved in the 

contest.   It is up to the Athletic Director and/or the School Administration to help 

parents/guardians realize that they will be asked to leave a game if they are not able to maintain a 

standard of acceptable behavior. 

 Engage in Respectful Communication.   Parents/guardians should communicate directly with the 

coach, athletic director, and/or the athletic board/committee on matters of concern.   They must 

do so at appropriate times, and not immediately before, during, or after a game.   While it is a given 

that parents/guardians act as advocates for their own child, it is important for parents/guardians to 

understand that coaches, athletic directors, and school administrators make decisions that benefit 

                                                             
2
 The bullet points shown are taken directly from the Archdiocesan Handbook.   These are not all of the points in 

the Archdiocesan Handbook.   These points were selected because they are directly relevant to the content in this 
document. 
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the group, not the individual.   Sometimes decisions that benefit the group conflict with individual 

needs and desires, but such is the reality of being a member of a team.   Under no circumstances 

should parents/guardians be verbally abusive towards coaches, athletic directors, and school 

administrators.   Parents/guardians must be respectful with their tones of voice, as well as 

thoughtful with the words they choose to use. 

 Support the Program.   Under no circumstances may parents of student-athletes publically criticize 

school coaches, the athletic director and/or the athletic board.   All matters of concern regarding 

any aspect of the athletic program must be expressed directly to the coach and/or athletic 

director/athletic committee. 

 Pay all Necessary Fees and be in Good Financial Standing with the School.   Parents/guardians may 

be asked to make the school fees and tuition account current as a condition of student 

participation in the athletic program. 

Archdiocesan Athletic Handbook on Playing Time 
The policies and procedures here are intended to follow the tenets put forth in the Archdiocesan 

Handbook.   In addition to the sections on the Coaches Code of Conduct and the Parents Code of 

Conduct, which are taken from the Archdiocesan Handbook, we have included the text from the 

Archdiocesan Handbook covering playing time in the Appendix. 

Playing Time 
The playing time rules are split into two categories by sport – rules for 4th, 5th, and 6th graders and 

separate rules for 7th and 8th graders – for basketball and volleyball. 

Basketball 

4th, 5th, and 6th Graders 

Over the course of a season, each player must play equal minutes.   Game-to-game each player must 

play a minimum number of minutes dependent on the number of available players at the game.   See 

the table below: 

Number of Available Players Minimum Playing Time 

5 24 minutes 

6-8 12 minutes 

9-11 9 minutes 

12+ 6 minutes 
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For example, if 10 players are available to play, each player must play a minimum of 9 minutes at that 

game. 

These playing time minimums apply to the regular season and playoffs. 

Coaches must take care to plan and prepare for equal playing time for each player throughout the 

season.   Coaches must make regular assessments so that game-to-game adjustments can be made to 

ensure that equal minutes over the course of the season can be achieved.   Parents must assist in this 

endeavor by informing the coach at the beginning of the season of any scheduling conflicts with games 

the players may have. 

7th and 8th Graders 

Each player must play at least half of a quarter in each game and must average 5 minutes per game over 

the course of the season. 

These playing time minimums apply to the regular season and playoffs. 

Margin of Error 
Coaches must do their best to follow these minimums, however, if, despite the coach’s and assistant 

coaches’ best efforts, some players’ playing time falls short of the minimums by a minute or two, the 

community (teammates, other coaches, all parents, the Athletic Director, the Principal, the Athletic 

Board) will make allowances.   If, over the course of a series of games, certain players repeatedly fail to 

play the minimums, this might indicate that the coach is not adhering to the spirit of the policy.   For 

example, if a player on a 5th grade basketball team with eight players finishes the season with an 

average of fourteen minutes per game instead of fifteen, this would fall under the acceptable margin of 

error.   If the average is more than two minutes from exactly equal (a greater than 10% difference), this 

would indicate that attempts to achieve equal playing time have not been as effective as they need to 

be. 

Volleyball (Draft) 

4th, 5th, and 6th Graders 

Each player must play at least one game or the equivalent of one game (in fractions of games) per 

match. 

For example, if a player starts a game and is subbed out after half of a game, the player must play half of 

another game in the match. 

 These playing time minimums apply to the regular season and playoffs. 

7th and 8th Graders 

Each player must play at least one half of one game or the equivalent of one half of one game (in 

fractions of games) per match. 
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For example, if a player starts a game and is subbed out after one quarter of a game, the player must 

play one quarter of another game in the match. 

These playing time minimums apply to the regular season and playoffs. 

Players Not Available to Play 
Players who are unable to play in a game due to illness, injury, scheduling conflict, or who have been 

prohibited from play for academic issues, school behavioral issues, or suspension (for reasons described 

below) are considered not available to play.   No playing time minimum applies to players that are not 

available to play. 

Players who become unable to play after a game has started due to illness, injury, or scheduling conflict, 

or who have been suspended due to conduct in the game (for reasons described below) are considered 

not available to play at the time such issue becomes evident.   No playing time minimum applies to 

players in this game under these circumstances once they are realized.   Games for which players are not 

available are not included in determining the player’s season playing time average.  

Playing Time Minimum Exceptions 
Coaches and/or the Athletic Director may reduce playing time below the per-game minimums up to a 

suspension for the following reasons: 

 Unexcused tardiness to practice (caused by the child, parent, guardian or other care-giver) 

 Excessive tardiness to practice excused or unexcused (caused by the child, parent, guardian or 

other care-giver) 

 Unexcused absence from practice (caused by the child, parent, guardian or other care-giver) 

 Excessive absence from practice excused or unexcused (caused by the child, parent, guardian or 

other care-giver) 

 Disruptive behavior in practice 

 Lack of effort in practice 

 Insufficient equipment or apparel at practice 

 Other extenuating circumstances3 

When a coach or the Athletic Director finds that a player’s conduct fits any of the above points, the 

coach or the Athletic Director may waive the per game playing time minimums.   When a coach makes 

this judgment, before any playing time minimum may be waived, the coach must notify the parent(s) 

and Athletic Director in advance of the game, no later than the night before the game.   If the parent 

cannot be reached in person or by phone, then the coach and/or Athletic Director must notify the 

parent(s) via email – no later than the night before the game.   In the event that a player is suspended, 

we strongly encourage that the player attend the game. 

                                                             
3
 Such other extenuating circumstances must be established with awareness and input from all of the following 

participants; the parents, the Athletic Director, and the coach.   The notification must be documented – an email 
will suffice. 
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Games for which players’ minimums are waived due to the above are not included in determining the 

player’s season playing time average.   For example, if a 5th Grade basketball player plays for the 

following set of minutes on an eight player team, but, on game five has reduced playing time due to 

excessive tardiness to practice, his average for the season will be considered to be fifteen minutes not 9 

minutes: 

Game 1 – 15 minutes, Game 2 – 16 minutes, Game 3 – 14 minutes, Game 4 – 15 minutes, Game 5 – 3 

minutes, Game 6 – 16 minutes, Game 7 – 14 minutes, Game 8 – 15 minutes, Game 9 – 15 minutes, 

Game 10 – 16 minutes, Game 11 – 14 minutes, Game 12 – 15 minutes. 

165 minutes divided by 11 games (15) – not – 168 minutes divided by 12 games (14)4 

Player Suspension within a Game 
Coaches may suspend players mid-game or immediately before a game for the following reasons: 

 Unexcused tardiness to the game (caused by the child, parent, guardian or other care-giver) 

 Insufficient equipment or apparel at the game (caused by the child, parent, guardian or other 

care-giver) 

 Disruptive behavior in the game 

 Severe lack of effort in the game 

When a coach or the Athletic Director suspends a player for the reasons above, the player may not re-

enter the game after the suspension and the parent(s) must be notified as soon as is practicable - no 

later than the night of the game.   If the parent cannot be reached in person or by phone, then the coach 

and/or Athletic Director must notify the parent(s) via email – no later than the night of the game. 

Games for which players are suspended within a game are not included in determining the player’s 

season playing time average. 

Players Arriving Late to a Game 
If a player arrives late to a game, whether the lateness is known in advance or not, no playing time 

minimum applies to the player. 

Games for which players are late are not included in determining the player’s season playing time 

average. 

The Importance of Practice 
Participation in youth sports is in part developmental.   Most skill development, physical development, 

and establishing values of teamwork and sportsmanship are formed during practice.   As stated in the 

                                                             
4 Please Note – If a player on a 5th grade basketball team with eight players finishes the season with an average of 
fourteen minutes per game instead of fifteen, this would fall under the acceptable margin of error spelled out in 
the section titled margin of error.   If the average is more than two minutes from exactly equal (a greater than 10% 
difference), this would indicate that attempts to achieve equal playing time are not as effective as they need to be.  
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standards above, playing time in games can be directly related to attendance at practice.   The games 

should be a fun and rewarding experience.   Practice is essential to maximizing the experience in games. 

Play-Ups 
A ‘Play-Up’ is a player who plays on a team in the grade above his or her actual grade level.   Play-ups 

must be added to the higher grade level’s official team roster to be submitted to the appropriate 

league.5 

 The Queen of Angels Physical Education Teacher and the Athletic Director select players to play 

up on teams.   The Physical Education Teacher and Athletic Director will be responsible for 

making sure each player selected to play up is academically eligible to play.   Once play-ups are 

selected, the Athletic Director will inform the appropriate head coaches of the names of the 

players.   Each head coach will then offer the opportunity to the parents/guardians of the 

selected players to play up.   In the event that a player and his/her family elects not to play up, 

to fill the remaining open spots, the process will start again at the point of selection and 

continue through until all of the desired spots are filled or qualified play-ups have been 

exhausted.   Other parties such as parents not related to the student/athlete selected to play up 

should refrain from attempting to influence this process either in favor of or against any 

particular student from playing up. 

 The family of a prospective play up must agree before a player can participate in practices or 

games. 

 All available players from one grade level must be given the opportunity to play on a team 

before any play-ups from a lower grade level are given the opportunity to play up.   For 

example, if a 6th grade team has too few players, all 5th grade players (of the same gender) must 

be given the opportunity to play on the 6th grade team before any 4th graders are given the 

opportunity. 

 Play-ups can practice and play in all games provided they do not conflict with the full 

participation in their own grade level’s team’s games and practices and provided they do not 

exceed the game limits per the Archdiocese.   During the regular season and particularly during 

the playoffs, situations arise where multiple games could be scheduled for one day.   This can 

put players who play up at risk of physical exhaustion.   Attention should be paid to avoid 

extreme physical demands.   Participation in more than two games in one day by any individual 

player should be avoided.  

 The player’s priority commitment is to the player’s grade level team.   In the event of a conflict 

between the grade level team’s schedule and the higher grade level team’s schedule, players 

must play with their grade level team unless: 

 the higher grade level team cannot field enough players and 

 the player’s grade level team can field a team without the player 

                                                             
5
 For administrative purposes, players may be added to rosters of teams in higher grade levels and not necessarily 

be full-season play-ups.   This is done to handle any situation that causes unforeseen player shortages.   These 
players are not necessarily ‘playing up’ as defined here. 
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 No player playing up may play more minutes in a game than any available grade level player 

who has not had playing time reduced in the particular game due to any of the items in the 

section titled Playing Time Minimum Exceptions. 

 No player playing up may start a game in place of any available grade level players.   A 

suspended player is not an available player. 

These standards are not at the discretion of the player or parent – no player, parent, or coach can waive 

the above standards. 

Basketball 
Coaches can request play-ups to participate as team members until their team size including grade-level 

and other play-ups is less than or equal to ten players. 

For example, if there are six boys in 7th Grade who will make up the 7th Grade Boys Basketball team, the 

coach may seek four boys from the 6th Grade to become members of the 7th Grade team for the season.   

If there are ten boys in 8th Grade who will make up the 8th Grade Boys Basketball team, the coach shall 

not seek any boys from the 7th Grade to become members of the 8th Grade team for the season. 

Volleyball 
Coaches can seek out players to participate as team members in practices and games in the grade level 

immediately higher until the team size including grade-level and other play ups is less than or equal to 

nine players. 

For example, if there are six girls in 7th Grade who will make up the 7th Grade Girls Volleyball team, the 

coach may seek three girls from the 6th Grade to become members of the 7th Grade team for the season.   

If there are nine girls in 8th Grade who will make up the 8th Grade Girls Volleyball team, the coach shall 

not seek any girls from the 7th Grade to become members of the 8th Grade team for the season. 

Procedures 

Playing Time Tracking Logs 
In order to ensure that each player is playing at least the minimum amount of playing time, each coach 

must turn in to the Athletic Director a playing time tracking log after each event.   Coaches can have an 

assistant coach or a parent record the playing time as the game is played, however, each coach is 

responsible for turning in to the Athletic Director a completed tracking form after each game 

(basketball) or match (volleyball) before the next game or match. 

Playing Time Tracking 
Chart - Basketball.pdf
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The Athletic Director’s Role 
While the Athletic Director will uphold and enforce these policies and procedures, and store the tracking 

forms so that can be easily references when needed, the Athletic Director will not conduct detailed 

monitoring of each player’s playing time.   We expect that parents concerned about their children’s 

playing time will raise such concerns as described below. 

Parents Observing Compliance Failures 
We encourage parents or guardians who have observed a game or games where there was a failure to 

comply with these rules and procedures to report this: 

First – Please discuss this in a non-confrontational way with the player’s coach.   Give the coach a chance 

to correct the problem. 

Second – If there are repeated instances of failure and after discussing this with the coach there is no 

satisfactory rationale as to why, please discuss the problem with the Athletic Director. 

Third – If your discussion with the Athletic Director did not resolve the problem, please discuss this with 

the Principal. 

Fourth - If your discussion with the Principal did not resolve the problem, please discuss this with the 

Pastor. 

Failure to Comply 
In the event a tracking form is not completed and submitted, a player plays less than the minimum, or 

an inaccurate record is submitted, the following disciplinary steps will be taken: 

1st Offense Written Notice Leading to Review by the Queen of Angels School Athletic Director 

2nd Offense Written Notice Leading to Review by the Queen of Angels Principal 

3rd Offense Written Notice Leading to Possible Suspension or Dismissal as Coach 

Inquiries 
All inquiries regarding these topics should be directed to the Athletic Director and/or the Athletic Board. 
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Appendix 

Excerpt from the Archdiocesan Handbook 
Playing time is a frequent source of misunderstanding and conflict among coaches, students and parents.   

The athletic director or the athletic board/committee, with the approval of the pastor and/or the 

principal, must develop detailed guidelines for playing time and clearly communicate these guidelines to 

all parties. 

In grades 4, 5 and 6, coaches are expected to do the best they can with awarding equal playing time for 

all participants over the course of the season.   There is a significant difference between competitive play 

at the high school and college level and competitive play at the youth level.   Because the focus at this 

level is on development and not winning, every player at the 4th, 5th, and 6th Grade level who meet their 

academic and athletic responsibilities as outlined in the school’s student-athlete code of conduct must 

get an equal opportunity to play.   While it can be challenging for coaches to give each player as close to 

equal playing time as possible, coaches at this level must understand that the opportunity to participate 

in sports with meaningful playing time is essential to childhood development, confidence building, and 

overall athletic development.   Simply stated, kids who sit benefit less from sports than kids who play.    

Equal playing time is hard for coaches to administer.   It forces them to put more effort into practices and 

player preparation.   Most importantly however, it also tests their priorities. Below are other reasons why 

equal playing time is the expected strategy at the 4th-6th grade level: 

Maximizing team development:   How many times have we seen the star player leave a game with an 

injury during a critical time and be replaced with a less experienced player who lacks the game 

experience to compete?   While giving everyone equal playing time may cost the teams a few wins early 

in the season, the team will be much deeper and talented at the end of the season when the games 

count more. 

Minimizing player fatigue:   In tough physical games, coaches will lack skilled players if the top players 

are exhausted and lesser players have limited game experience. 

Recognizes equal investments:   Players and parents make equal financial and time commitments to the 

team and program.   Players at early ages should be rewarded with having the same equal opportunity 

to play. 

Improves team chemistry:   When players feel everyone is treated fairly, they are more likely to focus on 

working together.   When players feel they can succeed by making someone else look bad or themselves 

look better, they are learning the wrong lessons about team play. 

Wins mean more to everyone:   When everyone contributes to a win, there are no lingering resentments 

that will interfere with the celebration. 
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Better reflects coaching abilities:   Winning games with kids who are physically more mature is more a 

success of enrollment than coaching.   Winning games by developing all the kids on the team is a better 

test of a coach’s abilities. 

Equal playing time can be applied in a variety of different ways.   Coaches can award equal playing time 

on a game by game basis, or, perhaps easier, award equal playing time over the duration of a season.   

For example, coaches can use lopsided games as a great opportunity to get less skilled players in the 

game.    

Naturally, good coaches should recognize a potential blowout game long before the game becomes a 

blowout and start kids who normally don’t start or play kids of lesser ability more than usual.   If that 

puts their team in a competitive disadvantage, so much the better for the starters to come into the game 

behind, having to work hard to catch up.   If the blowout is a blowout even with the subs starting, at 

least they played when the game was still at stake.    

In grades 7 and 8, playing time should be a reflection of ability, effort, attendance at practices, and 

commitment to the team. Coaches at the 7th and 8th grade level should work collaboratively with 

parents in helping all student athletes understand that not everyone who is on the team will play equal 

amounts. However, playing time for all is expected at the 7th and 8th Grade Level.   For example, simply 

putting a player in the game for two minutes and calling that playing time is not acceptable.   “Winning 

at all costs” or the exclusion of participation of eligible players, is never tolerated.   Athletic guidelines 

should clearly state consequences for coaches who repeatedly ignore this directive.   Instances of non-

compliance are to be carefully documented with a written notice given to the offending coach.    

In order to better facilitate the athletic development for all participants, athletic directors and coaches 

should encourage league officials to allow extra time at the end of a contest for non-starting players to 

play an additional amount of time.   Naturally, the score would not be kept for this additional period or 

quarter.   For example, playing a 5th quarter in basketball would allow those who need further court 

time an opportunity to improve their skills.    

Missing practice without cause or excessive absences can result in reduced playing time.    Playing time 

may also be reduced as a disciplinary action, most especially when a player loses self-control or engages 

in other conduct unbecoming a Christian student athlete.   Generally, however, every eligible athlete 

plays in every game (including tournaments). 


